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 GEO Pakistan

 6 suspects of Mumbai attacks arrested, US term as ‘good step’

 Updated at: 1019 PST,  Friday, February 13, 2009
 ISLAMABAD: Pakistan acknowledged
for the first time that the Mumbai
attacks were partly planned in Pakistan
and that it has arrested six suspects,
including the “main operator”.

An FIR had been lodged with the
Special Investigation Group (SIG) in
the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA)
against nine suspects. The Pakistani
investigators have identified Hammad
Amin Sadiq as the alleged

‘mastermind’ of the whole conspiracy.

Six of the nine accused named in the FIR have already been arrested and being
interrogated, two have been identified but not arrested so far while investigations
are still under way into the possible involvement of the ninth accused.

Those taken into custody as Zakiur Rehman Lakhvi, a Lashkar-e-Taiba (LT)
commander who was arrested from Muzaffarabad, Javed Iqbal, who was arrested
from Barcelona, Spain, Hammad Amin Sadiq, believed to be the main operator
belonging to southern Punjab, Zarar Shah, Mohammad Ashfaq and Abu Hamza.

The name of the lone surviving terrorist now in the custody of India, Ajmal Kasab,
is not included in the FIR.

Addressing a press conference at the interior ministry on Thursday, Interior
Adviser Rehman Malik said the e-mail sent by ‘Deccan Mujahideen’ claiming
responsibility for the Mumbai attacks was believed to be prepared and sent by
Zarar Shah, who was responsible for communication link in the whole operation.

The adviser disclosed that the money to fund these attacks was transferred from
Pakistan and was received in Italy. This money transaction was made through a
Pakistani bank. He also said after thorough investigations by the Pakistani security
and intelligence agencies it was learnt that these alleged terrorists operated from
two bases — one inside Karachi and the other outside but not very far away from
Karachi.

He also disclosed that the people involved in the Mumbai attacks used three boats
for travelling to Mumbai, one named ‘Al-Hussaini’ and the other ‘Al-Ghaus’. For
communication, these culprits used ‘Call Phonic’ system and they also bought
Indian cell phone SIMs for communication from inside India.

Malik said the findings have already been shared with the Indian government. The
Indian high commissioner in Islamabad was called to the foreign office and the
report was handed over to him officially.

“We also have forwarded a set of 30 questions for which we would need answers
as early as possible to support and further the investigation process on our side.
We have asked the Indian government to provide us the DNA samples of the lone
surviving terrorist, Ajmal Kasab, to ascertain his nationality, as we don’t have any
record of the individual with Nadra (National Database Registration Authority).”

Meanwhile, United States welcomed as a “good step” Pakistan’s arrest of six
suspects in the Mumbai siege, adding that Islamabad shows it is serious about
cooperating in the probe.

“We have asked Pakistan and India has asked Pakistan to cooperate fully in trying
to bring to justice those who are responsible for the Mumbai attacks,” State
Department acting spokesman Robert Wood told media.

“So this would certainly be a very positive step,” Wood added. “Pakistan has
committed that it would do everything in its power to bring people to justice who
may have committed these atrocities who have been within their borders,” he
added.

“So let me just leave it at that. It’s a good step,” he said, adding that he needed to
find out more details about the arrests. “But I think it shows that Pakistan is
serious about doing what it can to deal with the people who may have perpetrated
these attacks,” he said.
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